
LMA briefing – Q2 2021
In this briefing, the LexisPSL Banking & Finance team looks at a recent case, Re Arboretum Devon 
[2021] EWHC 1047 (Ch), in which the court was asked to decide on the scope of the Secured 
Liabilities definition in a security document and of a clause commonly included in intercreditor 
agreements whereby the creditors agree not to challenge the validity of one another’s security. 

Why is this case of interest?
The case is of particular interest to lending lawyers as 
it looks at two clauses commonly included in finance 
documentation.

In coming to its judgment, the court examined:

(i) the meaning of the commonly used definition of 
“Secured Liabilities” in a security document – 
does the definition only cover contractual liabilities, or 
non-contractual liabilities arising from failure to repay 
advances as well?, and 

(ii) what is meant by the phrase “validity of security” in a 
commonly used provision in an intercreditor agreement 
in which the creditors agree not to challenge the 
validity of the other creditors’ security – does the 
provision only prevent creditors from challenging the 
security on the grounds that the formalities in creating 
valid security (such as execution and registration 
requirements) have not been complied with, or does 
it have a wider effect and also prevent them from 
challenging whether security is effective to secure the 
advances actually made?

On the first point, the judge’s view was that the definition 
should be read as covering non-contractual, as well as 
contractual claims arising under the finance documents.

On the second point, the judge considered that it was likely 
that the provision in this case was intended to refer widely 
to any challenge to the “effectiveness of the security as 
a security for the acknowledged secured obligations on 
both sides” rather than more narrowly to matters of formal 
validity only.

The decision in this case was perhaps not surprising, 
but will be reassuring to lenders, and senior lenders in 
particular.

Whilst the circumstances giving rise to the proposed 
challenge arose out of documentation for a peer to peer 
loan, the analysis will be relevant to interpretation of 
security and intercreditor agreements arising in other 
finance contexts. 

What was the background?
Arboretum Devon (RHL) Ltd (Arboretum) had borrowed 
sums under loans made by Lendy Ltd (as agent for 
unnamed peer to peer lenders) and from Shoby 
Investments Ltd (Shoby). The company had granted security 
to a security trustee, Saving Stream Security Holding Ltd 
(SSHL), in respect of the advances made by Lendy and had 
also granted security to Shoby in respect of advances made 
by it. Shoby, Lendy and SSHL entered into an intercreditor 
agreement in which they agreed not to challenge 
“the validity or enforceability of any Security constituted by a 
Security Document”. Under the intercreditor agreement, the 
security granted to the security trustee would rank above 
the security held by Shoby up to £7.845m plus interest. 

Arboretum went into administration and its administrators 
sold its business and assets, realising a sum of £902,500 
(the Fund). The Arboretum administrators applied to 
court for an order that, in the absence of any application 
by SSHL or Shoby, the administrators be authorised to 
distribute the Fund to SSHL. Further applications were in 
fact made by SSHL (also in administration and acting by 
its administrators) that the Fund be distributed to it, and 
by Shoby for an order that it has standing to challenge the 
validity or enforceability of loans by Lendy to Arboretum 
and/or challenge the security held by SSHL for those loans. 

The three applications were listed for a hearing together 
to decide an agreed preliminary issue of whether Shoby 
was prevented from issuing a claim to challenge SSHL’s 
entitlement (under the security granted by Arboretum to 
SSHL) to the Fund. The court decided that it could and 
should consider issues outside of that narrow remit to 
further the overriding objective and reduce the scope of 
any further litigation between the parties. 

Shoby argued that the loans made by Lendy failed, because 
various representations made by Lendy had been incorrect. 
If the loans failed, then Lendy’s claims against Arboretum 
would not be contractual claims based on documented 
loans but would be claims for restitution or implied loans.    

Following from that, Shoby argued that Lendy’s claims are 
not secured, as the definition of “Secured Liabilities” 
in the security granted to SSHL does not cover restitution 
claims or claims under an implied loan. It argued that 
the definition of “Secured Liabilities” only covers 
contractual claims.    
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Shoby argued that a challenge on these grounds did not 
constitute a challenge to the validity or enforceability of the 
security, but a challenge to the amount secured. Therefore, 
it should not be prevented from making the challenge by 
virtue of the restrictions in the intercreditor document. 

The court did not address the arguments on failure of the 
Lendy loans but proceeded to consider the points on the 
security and intercreditor agreement on the assumption 
that the Lendy loans had in fact failed. 

Construction of SSHL’s security
The SSHL security defined “Secured Liabilities” as meaning 
“all present and future monies obligations and liabilities of the 
Borrower to the Beneficiaries whether actual or contingent and 
whether owed jointly or severally, as principal or surety or in 
any other capacity together with all interest (including without 
limitation default interest) accruing in respect of those monies 
obligations or liabilities pursuant to any Finance Document.”

“Finance Document” was defined as meaning “the Loan 
Agreement and the Security Documents and all other 
agreements entered into between [Lendy] (directly or as agent) 
or [SSHL] and [Arboretum].”

Shoby argued that the reference to “Finance Document” 
must mean that the security only covers claims arising out 
of written contract documentation. The counterargument 
on behalf of SSHL was that the reference to “all other 
agreements” should include implied agreements. 

On this specific point, the judge favoured Shoby’s 
argument – the reference to “other agreements” should 
be taken as being to documents setting out or describing 
other agreements, not to agreements otherwise than in 
writing. 

However, the judge disagreed that restitutionary or implied 
contract claims fall outside of the “Secured Liabilities”. 
Monies were paid over by Lendy to Arboretum with the 
intention that both parties to the loan documents would 
carry out the transactions set out in the loan documents. 
The parties accepted that there is an obligation to repay 
the advances and the judge’s view was that this obligation 
arises “pursuant to” a Finance Document. An objective 
observer would not think that the parties intended to limit 
the security in the way suggested by Shoby. A reasonable 
objective observer would take the definitions to mean 
that the security covers “obligations arising from the 
transactions provided for in any Finance Document”. 

Construction of the intercreditor agreement 
The intercreditor agreement stated that “Neither Lender shall 
challenge or question … the validity or enforceability of any 
Security constituted by a Security Document”. 

Shoby submitted that “validity” refers to matters such 
as proper execution and registration. If the parties had 
intended to bar challenges to the value of the security, they 
could have added extra words to that effect. 

Taking into account the circumstances and reasons for 
entering into the intercreditor agreement, and reading 
the other parts of the intercreditor agreement itself 
(including the recitals and the clauses dealing with 
priority and subordination), it is clear that the parties had 
accepted that advances had been made and accepted 
the nature and effectiveness of the security. By entering 
into the intercreditor agreement, the parties sought to 
avoid disputes by preventing challenges on the basis of 
acknowledged matters. 

In the judge’s view, claims on quantum, such as a challenge 
to one creditor’s calculation of interest, for example, would 
not be prohibited. However, Shoby’s challenge was wider 
and not merely a quantum issue, even if it argued the claim 
as such. 

In the judge’s view, any challenge questioning whether 
security is effective to secure the advances actually made is 
a challenge to the ‘validity’ of the security. 

Other arguments – contractual estoppel
The judge also considered whether contractual estoppel 
applied. Contractual estoppel arises “when contracting 
parties have in their contract agreed that a specified state 
of affairs is to form the basis on which they are contracting 
or is to be taken, for the purposes of the contract, to exist. 
The effect of such ‘contractual estoppel’ is that it precludes 
a party to the contract from alleging that the actual facts 
are inconsistent with the state of affairs so specified in the 
contract” (Chitty on Contract, 33rd edn. para 4-116). 

Based on the recitals of the intercreditor deed, the judge 
decided that contractual estoppel would apply. The recitals 
contain an acknowledgement that the advances already 
made by Lendy had given rise to debt that was secured. 
Shoby was therefore estopped from making 
the challenge. 


